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Abstract
Behavioral evidence suggests that memory for context (i.e., source memory) is more vulnerable to age-related decline than item memory.
It is not clear, however, whether this pattern reflects a specific age-related deficit in context memory or a more general effect of task
difficulty. In the present study, we used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with healthy younger and older adults
to dissociate the effects of age, task (item vs. source memory), and task difficulty (1 vs. 2 study presentations) on patterns of blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes during memory retrieval. Behavioral performance was similar in both age groups, but was sensitive
to task and difficulty (item ⬎ source; easy ⬎ difficult). Data-driven multivariate analyses revealed age differences consistent with
age-related overrecruitment of frontoparietal regions during difficult task conditions, and age-related functional reorganization in bilateral
frontal and right-lateralized posterior regions that were sensitive to difficulty in younger adults, but to task (i.e., context demand) in older
adults. These findings support the hypothesis of a specific context memory deficit in older adults.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Aging; Context memory; Cognitive control; fMRI; Diffusion modeling

1. Introduction
Recognizing a person to whom you were recently introduced (item recognition) is generally easier than remembering who introduced you to that person (source memory).
Both tasks involve episodic long term memory, but the
second requires memory for the contextual details of the
central event, and is typically associated with worse performance. Normal aging takes a disproportionate toll on context-dependent tasks (e.g., Spaniol et al., 2006). Similar
observations were first made nearly 30 years ago (e.g.,
Burke and Light, 1981) and have since been explained in
terms of either general deficits, such as age-related declines
in self-initiated processing (e.g., Craik, 1986), frontal lobe
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functioning (e.g., Glisky et al., 2001), working memory
(e.g., Park and Payer, 2006), perceptual-motor speed (e.g.,
Siedlecki et al., 2005), and dopaminergic neuromodulation
(Li and Sikström, 2002), or in terms of specific deficits, such
as age-related declines in recollection (e.g., Jacoby, 1999),
memory binding (e.g., Chalfonte and Johnson, 1996), and
associative encoding (e.g., Naveh-Benjamin, 2000). In the
current study we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to test the hypothesis that aging is associated
with specific losses in context processing that can be distinguished from general decrements in response to task
difficulty.
Neuroimaging studies have recently started to shed light
on the neural underpinnings of age-related changes in context memory, at both encoding and retrieval stages. A recent
study (Dennis et al., 2008) examined brain activity linked to
successful encoding of item-context associations (facescene pairings) using event-related fMRI. Successful encoding was measured by the ability to later recognize correct
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face-scene pairings, and brain activity during encoding of
remembered stimuli was compared with that for forgotten
stimuli. Compared with younger adults, older adults showed
reduced recruitment of hippocampal and bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) regions during encoding of
remembered pairs. This age-related deficit was unique to
associative encoding, and was not seen in contrasts capturing successful encoding of item information (faces or
scenes; but see Dennis et al., 2007, and Gutchess et al.,
2005, for evidence that item encoding may also show underrecruitment of medial temporal areas in older adults).
Furthermore, connectivity analyses showed an age-related
increase in frontal-hippocampal coupling during associative
encoding, along with an age-related decrease in hippocampal connectivity with posterior (e.g., visual processing) regions. The authors interpreted these findings as evidence for
an age-related shift toward reliance on frontally mediated
control processes during encoding of item-context associations, possibly to compensate for decline in visual processing regions (see also Daselaar et al., 2006; Davis et al.,
2008). Age-related reduction in activation of visual regions
during successful encoding of visuospatial source information was also reported by Kukolja and colleagues (Kukolja
et al., 2009).
Neuroimaging studies of age differences in context
memory at the retrieval end have yielded mixed findings. In
a working memory version of a source monitoring task,
Mitchell and colleagues (2006) observed increased left dorsolateral PFC activation during source memory (format decisions: picture vs. word) compared with item recognition in
younger adults, but not in older adults. The authors attributed this finding to an age-related deficit in the monitoring
of specific source information during retrieval. Morcom and
colleagues (2007), on the other hand, reported age-related
activation increases in bilateral anterior PFC and parietal
regions during correct conceptual source memory decisions
(remembering which of 2 encoding tasks had been performed for a test item). Morcom and colleagues proposed an
interpretation of these findings whereby aging is associated
with a loss in the efficiency with which brain regions support cognitive performance. In contrast, a third study (Duverne et al., 2008) reported that correct spatial source memory decisions were accompanied by activation in a similar
network of regions in younger and older adults when the
groups were matched on overall performance, with little
evidence for substantial cortical under- or overrecruitment
in the older group. Consistent with this finding, Kukolja and
colleagues (2009) reported largely similar activation patterns in younger and older adults during successful retrieval
of spatial source information. One exception was left anterior hippocampus, where activation was associated with
correct spatial source retrieval in younger adults, but with
incorrect spatial source retrieval in older adults.
Finally, a more recent study (Rajah et al., 2010) examined spatial and temporal context retrieval for faces in

younger and older adults. Contrasted with item recognition,
both types of context retrieval were associated with deactivation in medial anterior PFC and with activation in right
dorsolateral PFC in younger adults, but not in older adults.
Rajah and colleagues suggested that the first finding may
reflect failure on the part of older adults to silence taskirrelevant ruminations, whereas the second may reflect failure to engage in retrieval monitoring that contributes to
successful task performance.
Source memory is thought to depend more strongly on
recollection than familiarity (e.g., Yonelinas, 2002; but see
Mitchell and Johnson, 2009, for a discussion of differences
between source-monitoring and dual-process theories).
Source memory tasks are sometimes referred to as objective
recollection tasks because successful performance probes
memory for experimenter-specified (“objective”) contextual
details such as the spatial, temporal, or conceptual properties of an event. Two neuroimaging studies have compared
younger and older adults in a so-called subjective recollection paradigm, the remember-know procedure (Tulving,
1985). Using this approach in the context of a word recognition task, Daselaar and colleagues (2006) observed reduced recollection-related hippocampal activity in older
adults, as well as increased familiarity-related activity in
rhinal cortex. Of note, behavioral recollection estimates
were lower in older than younger adults in this study,
although the 2 age groups were matched on overall old-new
recognition performance. Duarte and colleagues (2008) directly compared objective and subjective recollection in
younger and older adults, using a picture recognition task
that incorporated spatial and temporal source-memory components as well as remember-know ratings. High functioning older adults, who matched the younger adults on item
recognition and subjective recollection, demonstrated impaired performance on objective recollection as well as
reduced activity in dorsolateral PFC related to objective
recollection. Low functioning older adults, whose performance on all behavioral memory indexes was impaired
compared with that of younger adults, showed reduced
subjective recollection effects in posterior brain regions, in
addition to reduced prefrontal activations.
In summary, some neuroimaging studies have shown
age-related decrease in the engagement of the hippocampus
and of posterior brain regions that support visuospatial processing, during both encoding and retrieval of source information. (Here and throughout this report we use the term
“retrieval” loosely, without specific reference to subprocesses which jointly contribute to recognition performance
[e.g., cue specification, search, monitoring, and attribution],
but which cannot be dissociated with the measures employed in this study.) Additionally, several studies have
demonstrated age-related change in anterior, ventrolateral,
and dorsolateral PFC activation during retrieval of source
information. However, the direction of this change (i.e.,
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age-related increase vs. decrease) has been inconsistent
across different studies.
One issue that complicates the interpretation of the existing neuroimaging studies of context memory in younger
and older adults, and which may account for some of the
inconsistency in the literature, is that of group differences in
task difficulty. When difficulty is not controlled, group
differences in brain activity cannot be unequivocally attributed to impaired context memory per se, but may simply
reflect differences in effort and executive control processes.
In several of the above-reviewed studies, younger and older
adults’ performance was matched by adjusting task demands (Daselaar et al., 2006; Dennis et al., 2008; Duverne
et al., 2008; Morcom et al., 2007). The disadvantages of this
approach are that the age groups are not receiving equal
experimental treatment, and performance matching typically focuses on 1 performance index (e.g., accuracy) while
ignoring another (e.g., response time). Other strategies involved the selection of performance-matched younger and
older samples (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2006), and the division
of older adult participants into high and low performers
(e.g., Duarte et al., 2008). The former technique is potentially problematic due to selection bias, whereas the latter
artificially reduces the variability within the older adult
group via dichotomization.
The goal of the current study was to overcome these
limitations by manipulating context demands and (contextindependent) task difficulty factorially, in the same participants. Conceptual source memory and item recognition
served as high and low context demand conditions, respectively. The conceptual source task involved deciding
whether a test item had been studied in the context of an
animacy judgment task or in the context of a pleasantness
judgment task (for neuroimaging studies of source memory
using similar tasks, see Dobbins and Wagner, 2005; Dobbins et al., 2002; Morcom et al., 2007). One versus 2 study
presentations served as high and low difficulty conditions,
respectively.
We sought to test the following hypotheses. With respect
to context demand (source memory vs. item recognition),
we expected to replicate patterns reported in previous studies of objective recollection (for a recent meta-analysis, see
Spaniol et al., 2009), including greater activity for source
memory than item recognition in left dorsolateral, ventrolateral, and anterior PFC. These regions are believed to
support cognitive control processes involved in the selection, maintenance, and organization of specific contextual
details during retrieval (for reviews, see Badre and Wagner,
2007, and Simons and Spiers, 2003). We also expected
greater activity for source memory than item recognition in
superior parietal cortex, thought to facilitate top-down attentional processes involved in context retrieval (e.g.,
Cabeza et al., 2008). Although some studies have reported
medial-temporal activations for source retrieval, these activations are more reliably observed during subjective recol-
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lection, as well as during successful encoding of source
information (see Spaniol et al., 2009). We therefore did not
strongly expect to find activation in the hippocampus or
neighboring regions as a function of context demand.
With respect to task difficulty (1 vs. 2 study presentations; henceforth referred to as “hard” vs. “easy”), we expected to see modulation of activity in dorsal frontoparietal
cognitive-control regions that typically come online when
decisions have to be made on the basis of weak or ambiguous information. Specifically, we expected to see activation of dorsolateral PFC (classification and decision making
during retrieval; e.g., Dobbins and Han, 2006; Han et al.,
2009) and the superior parietal lobe (top-down attention to
memory when the mnemonic evidence is weak or ambiguous; e.g., Cabeza et al., 2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008).
The critical question motivating our study was how age
would affect the whole-brain activations associated with
context demand and difficulty. That is, our goal was to
capture age-related and task-related variation in large scale,
covarying sets of brain areas, or networks, rather than patterns restricted to individual brain regions. If aging selectively impairs context memory, this would lead to the prediction of dissociable age differences in the neural patterns
responsive to context demand (source vs. item memory) and
retrieval difficulty (easy vs. hard). If, on the other hand, the
age-related memory deficit is general rather than specific to
context memory, one would predict a common pattern of
age differences in the responses to context demand and
difficulty.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Participants in the study were 16 right-handed younger
adults (8 females) and 15 right-handed older adults (see
Table 1). All participants were recruited from the research
volunteer pool of the Rotman Research Institute and received monetary compensation. All participants had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. They were
screened using a detailed health questionnaire to exclude
health problems and/or medications that might affect cognitive function and brain activity, including strokes and
cardiovascular disease. The structural magnetic resonance
Table 1
Participant information

n
Age (years)
Education (years)
Vocabulary
MMSE

Younger

Older

16
23.6 (2.7)
17.0 (2.1)
17.9 (3.1)
29.3 (0.9)

15
65.3 (3.8)
17.7 (3.1)
22.5 (3.6)a
29.2 (0.9)

Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. Vocabulary is the raw score
(maximum of 33) on the Mill Hill Vocabulary scale.
Key: MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.
a
Indicates a significant age difference at p ⬍ 0.05.
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images (MRIs) also were inspected to rule out severe white
matter changes or other abnormalities. The younger adults
had significantly lower scores on the Mill-Hill Vocabulary
Scale (Raven, 1982) than did the older adults, t(29) ⫽ 3.79,
p ⬍ 0.001. There was no age difference in mean scores on
a test of mental status (Mini Mental State Examination,
MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975). All participants gave informed consent for their participation, following the guidelines of the Research Ethics Board at Baycrest and the
University of Toronto.
2.2. Stimuli and apparatus
The stimuli consisted of 384 English nouns, ranging
from 4 to 8 letters in length (M ⫽ 6) and from 9 to 431 in
Kuçera and Francis (1967) word frequency (Md ⫽ 27). Half
of the words denoted living objects (e.g., “rabbit”), the other
half denoted nonliving objects (e.g., “mirror”). For counterbalancing purposes, the words were divided into 12 sets of
32 words. Each set contained half living, half nonliving
words, and the lists were equated for mean word length,
word frequency, and thematic variability.
The experimental tasks were created with Presentation
software Version 9.9; (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany,
CA, USA). Stimulus presentation was controlled by a 2.8GHz processor, Pentium(R) 4 laptop computer with a 15inch, flat panel liquid crystal display (LCD). All stimuli and
instructions appeared centrally in white 24-point Arial font
against a black background.
2.3. Procedure
2.3.1. Practice session
One week before the fMRI session, participants completed paper-pencil measures and practiced the memory
tasks. The practice stimuli were not used in the actual
experiment.
2.3.2. Study phase
The study phase took place in a soundproof room adjacent to the scanner suite. Encoding was intentional, as
participants were reminded about the nature of the upcoming item and source memory tasks prior to the study phase.
Nine of the 12 word sets were presented in continuous
sequence, with participants unaware of the list boundaries.
Three sets provided words that would serve as target stimuli
during the item memory tests. Six sets provided words that
would serve as test stimuli during the source memory tests.
The assignment of specific word sets to item-memory lists
and source-memory lists was counterbalanced across participants, as was the list presentation order. Following presentation of the 9 lists, half of the words from each list
(henceforth referred to as “easy words”) were presented a
second time, in newly randomized order. Half of the “easy
words” were living, half were nonliving. Likewise, half of
the “hard words” were living, half were nonliving. In summary, participants studied 288 unique words. “Hard words”

were presented once, whereas “easy words” were presented
twice, yielding a total of 432 study trials.
Two encoding tasks were used: animacy and pleasantness judgments. A task cue (“living/nonliving” or “pleasant/
unpleasant”) appeared, in the lower half of the screen, 250
ms before each word presentation. The cue remained onscreen during the word presentation (2500 ms), and for an
additional 250 ms after the word presentation. To minimize
task-switching demands, the task cue changed predictably
for every second trial. For easy words, the second presentation involved the same cue as the first presentation, and
participants were instructed to give a fresh answer to the
question rather than trying to recall their first answer.
2.3.3. Test phase
The test phase took place during functional scanning,
starting approximately 30 minutes after the end of the study
phase. It included 3 item memory runs and 3 source memory
runs. The presentation order of the runs was counterbalanced across participants. Each run started with a 28-second
instruction screen that announced the task: “Old/New Judgments” (item memory) or “Task Judgments” (source memory). After a 12-second fixation screen, the test trials were
presented. Each test trial comprised a 3-second presentation
of the test word and the 2 response options, followed by a
1-second fixation screen. Thirty-two blank trials were pseudorandomly intermixed with the test trials to jitter the event
onsets. During blank trials, the central fixation mark remained on the screen for the entire duration of the trial. The
trial sequence followed a pseudorandom order. The assignment of responses to left and right buttons, within both
item-memory and source-memory runs, was counterbalanced across participants.
In each item-memory run, words from 1 of the 3 lists
which had not been presented during the study phase served
as distractor words. Thirty-two studied (target) words were
intermixed with 32 distractor words, and participants responded “old” or “new” to each word. Half of the target
words were easy, half were difficult.
During source-memory runs, 64 studied words were presented, and participants were asked to make a source judgment for each word. The sources corresponded to the 2
study tasks used during the study phase. Source memory
runs thus paralleled item memory runs with respect to the
number of response options, of which there were always 2.
Each combination of source (animacy vs. pleasantness) and
difficulty (hard vs. easy) occurred equally often in each run.
Visual stimuli were projected onto a mirror placed above
the participant’s head inside the scanner bore. Participants
who normally wore glasses received magnetic resonance
(MR)-compatible goggles fitted with prescription lenses. If
necessary, mirror and goggles were adjusted until the participant was able to read a series of test screens without
strain. Responses were collected with the Rowland USB
Response Box (RURB; Rowland Institute, Cambridge, MA,
USA).
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2.4. Image acquisition
Scanning was conducted on at 3T GE scanner (GE
Healthcare Inc., Waukesha, WI, USA) with a standard head
coil. For each participant, we collected a sagittal localizer,
T1-weighted anatomical volumetric images (124 slices,
1.4-mm thick, field of view [FOV] ⫽ 22 cm), and T2*weighted functional images. During functional imaging, we
acquired 26 5-mm-thick contiguous axial slices using a
T2*-weighted pulse sequence with spiral in-out read out
(repetition time [TR] ⫽ 2000 msec, echo time [TE] ⫽ 30
msec, field of view [FOV] ⫽ 20 cm, 64 ⫻ 64 matrix, 70°
flip angle).
The first 14 image volumes of each run were discarded.
Correction for head motion, slice timing, and physiological
motion were performed using 3dregistration, 3dTshift, and
3dretroicor functions provided in the Analysis of Functional
Neuroimages software (AFNI; freeware distributed by
NIMH, Bethesda, MD, USA; Cox, 1996). Residual head
motion and scanner artifacts were detected and removed
using Multivariate Exploratory Linear Optimized Decomposition (MELODIC, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/analysis/research/
melodic/), an implementation for the estimation of a probabilistic independent component analysis model (Beckmann
and Smith, 2004). The final preprocessing steps were performed with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99; www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images were normalized to Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space using a linear transformation with sinc interpolation, and smoothed with an 8-mm
Gaussian filter. The resulting voxel size after processing
was 4 ⫻ 4 ⫻ 4 mm.
2.5. Analysis of functional neuroimaging data
For statistical analysis we used a multivariate approach,
spatiotemporal partial least squares, or PLS (McIntosh,
1999; McIntosh et al., 1996, 2004), in order to identify
whole brain patterns of activity. This approach was chosen
over region-of-interest or whole-brain univariate methods
because our goal was to capture age-related and task-related
variation in large-scale brain networks, rather than patterns
restricted to individual brain regions. PLS operates on the
covariance between brain voxels and the experimental design to identify a new set of variables (so-called latent
variables or LVs) that optimally relate the 2 sets of measurements. PLS can be used to assess a priori contrasts or to
assess data-driven effects, in which case the algorithm extracts LVs in order of the amount of covariance explained
between conditions and brain activity (with the LV accounting for the most covariance extracted first). Each LV resulting from either kind of analysis contains a spatial activity
pattern depicting the brain regions that show the strongest
relation to (i.e., are covariant with) the task contrast identified by the LV.
We carried out a series of analyses to examine the effects
of task, difficulty, and group. The first 2 analyses used
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prespecified contrasts to assess the main effects of task
(item vs. source memory) and difficulty (easy vs. hard), and
any age differences in the magnitude of these effects. Because item and source tasks were administered in separate
runs, the task contrast involved comparisons across runs. In
contrast, easy and hard trials were interspersed within runs,
so the difficulty contrast involved within-run as well as
across-run comparisons. A third analysis (without a priori
contrasts) was carried out on all conditions in both groups to
assess the patterns of differences across groups inherent in
the data. For the analyses reported here we averaged across
all trials with correct responses in each of the item and
source memory conditions. Trials consisting of distractor
items in the item memory condition, as well as those associated with incorrect responses, were excluded from the
analyses. As a result, all trials that were included in the
analysis differed with respect to task and difficulty only,
whereas retrieval success was held constant. For the source
memory condition, we collapsed across the 2 sources (animacy and pleasantness). All participants had at least 25
trials included for each combination of task and difficulty,
with the exception of 3 older adults, who had between 15
and 20 trials included for the hard item condition.
The analysis included 8 post-stimulus time points, or
lags, for each event (i.e., 16 seconds), and activity at each
time point was normalized to activity in the first lag of the
trial. In event-related PLS, there is no baseline condition per
se; rather, because data from all time points in each event
are normalized to the first time point in the event, the
changes in signal represent either increases or decreases of
activity relative to the beginning of each trial. PLS as
applied to event-related data results in a set of brain regions
that are reliably related to the task contrasts for each TR on
each LV, thus providing temporal as well as spatial information (McIntosh et al., 2004). Each brain voxel has a
weight, known as a salience, which is proportional to the
covariance of activity with the task contrast at each time
point on each LV. Multiplying the blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) signal value in each brain voxel for each
subject by the salience for that voxel, and summing across
all voxels, gives a “brain score” for each subject on a given
LV. To characterize brain activity across the conditions, we
plotted the mean brain score at each TR for each condition
(referred to here as the temporal brain scores, which are
analogous to a hemodynamic response function for a given
region).
The significance for each LV as a whole was determined
by using a permutation test (McIntosh et al., 1996). As 500
permutations were used, the smallest p value obtainable for
each LV was p ⬍ 0.002. In addition to the permutation test,
a second and independent step was used to determine the
reliability of the saliences for the brain voxels characterizing each pattern identified by the LVs. To do this, all
saliences for each TR were submitted to a bootstrap estimation of the standard errors (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986).
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Reliability for each voxel was determined from the ratio of
its salience value to the standard error for that voxel, and
clusters of at least 10 contiguous voxels with a bootstrap
ratio ⬎3.0 were identified. A ratio of 3.0 approximates p ⬍
0.005 (Sampson et al., 1989). The local maximum for each
cluster was defined as the voxel with a bootstrap ratio higher
than any other voxel in a 2-cm cube centered on that voxel.
Cluster maxima are reported for the time points where the
hemodynamic response was at a peak (i.e., at TR2 or TR3,
4 – 8 seconds post-stimulus) and locations of these maxima
are reported in terms of coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Confidence intervals (95%) for
the brain scores (mean-centered and collapsed across all 8
time points) in each condition also were calculated from the
bootstrap, and the reliability of differences in activity between conditions and groups was determined via a lack of
overlap in these confidence intervals. To confirm the effects
seen using the confidence intervals we also carried out
formal comparisons of brain scores across conditions and
groups using mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA).
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral results
Accuracy and reaction time (RT) results are shown in
Table 2. The age groups differed in behavioral performance
only in the hard item memory condition, with older adults
showing a reduced hit rate, t(29) ⫽ 2.65, p ⫽ 0.013, and
longer RTs, t(29) ⫽ 2.56, p ⫽ 0.016. However, accuracy
and RT are in a trade-off relationship, which makes it
difficult to interpret either measure in isolation. We therefore used diffusion modeling (Ratcliff, 1978) to estimate,
from each participant’s accuracy and RT data, a set of
parameters that accounted for behavioral performance in
each experimental condition. A full description of the model
and of the estimation procedures can be found elsewhere
(Voss and Voss, 2008). Diffusion modeling has been previously applied to item and source memory retrieval in
younger and older adults (e.g., Spaniol et al., 2006, 2008).
Briefly, the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978) assumes that
Table 2
Behavioral performance
Condition
Item memory
Hits
Easy
Hard
False alarms
Source memory
Correct responses
Easy
Hard

Younger

Older

0.85 (0.09); 1304 (261) 0.79 (0.12); 1432 (232)
0.69 (0.12); 1370 (211) 0.58 (0.13)*; 1563 (209)a
0.21 (0.10); 1748 (386) 0.16 (0.09); 1720 (395)

0.73 (0.11); 1591 (256) 0.69 (0.09); 1758 (309)
0.64 (0.08); 1701 (243) 0.60 (0.08); 1866 (316)

Mean proportion of responses and mean reaction time (in ms). Standard
deviations are shown in parentheses.
a
Indicates a significant age difference at p ⬍ 0.05.

Fig. 1. Behavioral results expressed as drift rate in young and older adults.
Error bars are standard errors.

information that drives 2-choice decisions (e.g., the mnemonic information that leads participants to decide “old” vs.
“new”, or “source A” vs. “source B”) accumulates gradually
and in a noisy manner. Once the information reaches a
decision boundary, a response is initiated. In the diffusion
model, accuracy and RT data depend on the quality of the
information driving the decision (“drift rate”), cautiousness,
response bias, and perceptual-motor speed, as well as on
between-trial variability in each of these processes. Of particular interest in the current context are drift rate and
response bias, which roughly correspond to d’ and criterion
in signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966). However,
signal detection theory accounts for accuracy only, whereas the
diffusion model accounts for both accuracy and RT.
Average drift rate parameters are shown in Fig. 1. Higher
drift rates indicate better memory. A mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) on drift rate with between-subjects factor
group (younger vs. older) and within-subjects factors task
(item vs. source) and difficulty (easy vs. hard) revealed a main
effect of task, F(1,29) ⫽ 4.38, p ⫽ 0.045, a main effect of
difficulty, F(1,29) ⫽ 60.16, p ⬍ 0.001, and a task ⫻ difficulty
interaction, F(1,29) ⫽ 16.29, p ⬍ 0.001. Follow-up t tests
probing the interaction showed that the difficulty manipulation
had a significant effect on both item memory, t(30) ⫽ 6.75,
p ⬍ 0.001, and source memory, t(30) ⫽ 4.17, p ⬍ 0.001, but
the effect was larger for item memory. No effects involving
age were significant.
The response-bias measure is scaled such that a value of
0.5 indicates unbiased responding. Values greater than 0.5
indicate a bias to respond “old” (item memory task) or
“animacy” (source memory task), whereas values smaller
than 0.5 indicate a bias to respond “new” (item memory
task) or “pleasantness” (source memory task). In the item
memory task, younger adults (M ⫽ .57, SD ⫽ 0.09) showed
a significant bias to respond “old,” t(15) ⫽ 3.06, p ⬍ 0.01,
whereas older adults (M ⫽ .55, SD ⫽ 0.12) did not; at the
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Fig. 2. Results of analysis contrasting item vs. source memory in both groups. (a) Brain areas showing differences in activity related to type of memory task
(from lag 2). Axial level of each image is shown below it. Orange areas had more activity during item memory and blue regions showed more activity during
source memory. (b) Average of the mean-centered brain scores (averaged over all time points) from the contrast for each condition and group. Error bars
are the 95% confidence interval around each mean. (c) Temporal brain scores for each memory condition in young and older adults.

same time, response bias was not significantly different for
the 2 groups. In the source memory task, neither group
showed a significant response bias (younger: M ⫽ 0.54, SD ⫽
0.09; older: M ⫽ 0.52, SD ⫽ 0.09).
3.2. fMRI results: prespecified contrasts
The analysis using prespecified task contrasts to assess
main effects of task and difficulty showed a marginally
significant effect of task (p ⫽ 0.058, Fig. 2). Areas identified by this analysis showed more activity for item memory
or source memory, regardless of difficulty, in both age
groups (Fig. 2b and c). Increased activity for item memory
was found in the right inferior frontal gyrus, extending into
the operculum, bilateral caudate/putamen and thalamus,
posterior cingulate cortex, and left superior parietal lobe
(Fig. 2a, Table 3). More activity during source memory was
seen in the left superior frontal gyrus, bilateral orbitofrontal
cortex, and bilateral temporal cortex. There were no age
differences in this pattern of activity, as indicated by overlapping confidence intervals (Fig. 2b). Although our analytic procedure provides statistics on whole-brain covariance patterns, it is useful to examine activity in individual
regions to help identify the specific changes of activity
leading to the patterns identified by each LV. For this
purpose, examples of activity in representative regions are
illustrated in Fig. 3a. The posterior cingulate had increased

activity during the memory retrieval events and showed
more activity for item than for source memory. However, in
a number of regions showing a main effect of task, activity
was reduced during the trials, only more so for item memory. An example of a region with this pattern of activity is
the left superior frontal gyrus.
Table 3
Brain areas with modulations of activity differentiating item from source
memory
Region
Item ⬎ source
R inferior frontal gyrus
L insula/inferior frontal
L cingulate gyrus
L angular gyrus
L superior parietal lobe
R caudate
R thalamus
L putamen
Source ⬎ item
L superior frontal gyrus
L superior frontal gyrus
R orbitofrontal cortex
L orbitofrontal cortex
R middle/superior temporal gyrus
L middle temporal gyrus

BA X

Y

Z

47

36
⫺44
⫺4
⫺40
⫺40
12
8
⫺16

24
4
⫺28
⫺76
⫺68
12
⫺16
4

⫺12
⫺4
28
32
56
0
0
4

4.3
4.8
6.6
5.3
4.4
5.8
4.3
6.7

⫺16
⫺12
40
⫺20
32
⫺36

60
20
44
44
⫺56
⫺48

28
60
⫺8
⫺4
16
8

⫺8.4
⫺4.4
⫺4.1
⫺4.1
⫺6.3
⫺4.8

23
39
7

10
6
11
10
22
21

Activity from italicized regions is shown in Fig. 3.
Key: BA, Brodmann area; BSR, bootstrap ratio; L, left; R, right.
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Fig. 3. Percent signal change (relative to lag 0) in 2 representative regions from each reported latent variable (LV): (A) task effect; (B) difficulty effect; (C)
difficult item effect; (D) age ⫻ condition interaction. In some of these regions there was an increase of activity relative to lag 0 in most of the conditions,
whereas in others there was a decrease in activity in the majority of conditions. Data are group means from either lag 2 (A and C) or lag 3 (B and D). Error
bars are standard errors. The left hemisphere is shown on the left side.

The second contrast, assessing activity related to the
difficulty of the memory task, revealed a significant effect of
difficulty in both age groups (p ⬍ 0.005, Fig. 4). Hard
memory decisions were accompanied by more activity in
left superior, bilateral medial and inferior frontal gyri, and
left inferior parietal lobe (Fig. 4a, Table 4). Easy memory

decisions were associated with more activity in bilateral
posterior insula, left parahippocampal gyrus, right superior
temporal gyrus, and right inferior temporal gyrus. Again,
there were no age differences in the expression of this
difficulty-related pattern (Fig. 4b). Examples of regions
with a main effect of difficulty are shown in Fig. 3b. One
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Fig. 4. Results of analysis contrasting easy vs. hard memory in both groups. (a) Brain areas showing differences in activity related to difficulty (from lag 3).
Images shown are from ⫺28 mm (top left) to ⫹60 mm (bottom right) in 8-mm steps. Orange areas had more activity when the memory decisions were
difficult and blue regions showed more activity when memory decisions were easy. (b) Average of the mean-centered brain scores (averaged over all time
points) from the contrast for each condition and group. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval around each mean. (c) Temporal brain scores for each
memory condition in young and older adults. The left hemisphere is shown on the left side.

of these, the left inferior frontal gyrus showed larger
increases of activity for the more difficult tasks in both
groups. The right inferior temporal gyrus showed a more
complex pattern of increased and decreased activity in
the 2 groups, but generally more activity for the easier
conditions.
3.3. fMRI results: data-driven analysis
The data-driven analysis of the fMRI images revealed 2
significant patterns of brain activity. The first (p ⬍ 0.002,
accounting for 27% of the covariance) identified a set of
lateral and medial prefrontal regions, and left lateral parietal
cortex (Fig. 5a, Table 5) where activity was increased during the harder item condition, relative to the other conditions, in both groups (note nonoverlapping confidence intervals in Fig. 5b). However, this increase was much larger
in older adults, suggesting that this pattern of activity was
driven mainly by the older group. Areas showing the reverse
effect of less activity during the hard item condition relative
to other conditions included a number of occipital regions
(Fig. 5a, Table 5). This pattern of activity was similar, but
not identical to that seen in Fig. 4, which reflected a difficulty effect across both groups and memory tasks. Examples
are shown in Fig. 3c, of increased activity during the hard
item condition in left inferior frontal gyrus and decreased
activity in this condition in the precuneus, both of which
were seen mainly in older adults.

The temporal brain scores (Fig. 5c) were submitted to a
mixed ANOVA with task (source memory vs. item memory), difficulty (easy vs. hard), and lag (1–7) as withinsubject factors, and group (younger vs. older) as the between-subjects factor. Of interest was the group ⫻ task ⫻
difficulty interaction, F(1,29) ⫽ 13.30, p ⬍ 0.01, p210 ⫽
0.31. To probe this interaction we first conducted separate
ANOVAs of task, difficulty, and lag, for each age group.
For younger adults, there was a significant task ⫻ difficulty
interaction, F(1,15) ⫽ 11.48, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.43, which
in turn we probed with follow-up ANOVAs of difficulty and
lag for each task. Difficulty affected younger adults’ temporal brain scores for item memory, F(1,15) ⫽ 19.53, p ⬍
0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.57, but not for source memory. Older adults
also showed a significant task ⫻ difficulty interaction,
F(1,14) ⫽ 47.23, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.77. Similar to the
pattern in younger adults, difficulty affected older adults’
temporal brain scores for item memory, F(1,14) ⫽ 58.00,
p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.81, but there was only a marginal effect
on source memory, F(1,14) ⫽ 4.71, p ⫽ 0.05, p2 ⫽ 0.25.
To better understand the age differences underlying the
group ⫻ task ⫻ difficulty interaction, we also conducted
separate ANOVAs of group, difficulty, and lag, for each
task. Both ANOVAs yielded significant group ⫻ difficulty
interactions, F(1,29) ⱖ 4.72, p ⱕ 0.04, p2 ⱖ 0.14, which
we followed up with mixed ANOVAs of group and lag,
separately for each task and each level of difficulty. A
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Table 4
Brain areas with modulations of activity differentiating easy from hard
memory conditions

Table 5
Brain areas with modulations of activity differentiating easy from hard
item memory

Region

Region

Hard ⬎ easy
R medial frontal gyrus
L medial frontal gyrus
R inferior frontal gyrus
L inferior frontal gyrus
L inferior frontal gyrus
L superior frontal gyrus
L angular gyrus
Easy ⬎ hard
Rectal gyrus
R insula
L insula
L parahippocampal gyrus
R superior temporal gyrus
R inferior temporal gyrus

BA

X

Y

Z

BSR

6
6
45
45
45/46
10
39

8
⫺8
44
⫺44
⫺56
⫺12
⫺40

20
32
24
8
36
60
⫺64

60
40
20
32
16
32
36

4.7
5.7
5.8
5.6
5.0
4.9
4.8

11
22
22
30
42
37

0
44
⫺40
⫺16
64
56

28
⫺8
0
⫺36
⫺12
⫺60

⫺12
⫺12
⫺12
⫺8
12
⫺8

⫺4.3
⫺4.5
⫺5.1
⫺4.6
⫺4.4
⫺4.2

Activity from italicized regions is shown in Fig. 6.
Key: BA, Brodmann area; BSR, bootstrap ratio; L, left; R, right.

Hard item ⬎ easy item
R inferior frontal gyrus
L inferior frontal gyrus
L middle frontal gyrus
L medial frontal gyrus
Medial frontal gyrus (preSMA)
L inferior/superior
parietal lobe
L caudate/putamen
Easy item ⬎ hard item
Anterior cingulate
L insula
L calcarine
R middle temporal gyrus
L superior temporal gyrus
R precuneus

BA

X

Y

Z

BSR

45
45
9
9
6

44
⫺56
⫺48
⫺4
0

20
24
40
40
12

24
28
32
36
52

5.9
8.3
7.4
4.7
4.5

40/7

⫺44

⫺64

52

6.8

⫺16

12

4

4.1

0
⫺44
⫺24
56
⫺60
16

28
0
⫺68
⫺48
0
⫺44

⫺8
8
4
0
4
48

⫺5.3
⫺5.5
⫺7.1
⫺5.0
⫺4.8
⫺5.5

25
17
21
22
7

Activity from italicized regions is shown in Fig. 6.
Key: BA, Brodmann area; BSR, bootstrap ratio; L, left; R, right; SMA, .

significant group effect emerged for hard item memory
only, F(1,29) ⫽ 35.83, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⱖ .55, reflecting larger
brain scores for older adults (M ⫽ 2.40) than for younger
adults (M ⫽ 0.38).
The second significant pattern of activity revealed by the
data-driven analysis (p ⬍ 0.002, accounting for 21% of the
covariance, Fig. 6a) identified regions where the pattern of

activity across the conditions was different in the 2 groups.
In young adults more activity in right-lateralized ventral
regions (inferior frontal gyrus, inferior and superior temporal gyri, lingual gyrus), as well as precuneus, was found in
the 2 easy memory conditions relative to the hard condi-

Fig. 5. Results of data-driven analysis (latent variable [LV]1). (a) Brain areas showing differences in activity between the easy and hard item conditions (from
lag 2). Images shown are from ⫺4 mm (top left) to ⫹40 mm (bottom right) in 4-mm steps. Orange areas had more activity during difficult item memory
and blue regions showed more activity during easy item memory. (b) Average of the mean-centered brain scores (averaged over all time points) from the
contrast for each condition and group. Both this graph and that shown in (c) indicate greater expression of this pattern in older adults. Error bars are the 95%
confidence interval around each mean. (c) Temporal brain scores for each memory condition in young and older adults. The left hemisphere is shown on the
left side.
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Fig. 6. Results of data-driven analysis (latent variable [LV]2). (a) Brain areas showing differences in activity related to difficulty in young and memory type
in old adults (from lag 3). Images shown are from ⫺28 mm (top left) to ⫹ 60 mm (bottom right) in 8-mm steps. Orange areas had more activity during easy
memory, relative to hard memory, in young adults and item memory generally in older adults. Blue regions showed the opposite pattern of activity. (b)
Average of the mean-centered brain scores (averaged over all time points) from the contrast for each condition and group. Error bars are the 95% confidence
interval around each mean. (c) Temporal brain scores for each memory condition in young and older adults. The left hemisphere is shown on the left side.

tions, especially in the easy item condition (Fig. 6b and c).
In contrast, older adults showed more activity in these
regions for item memory than for source memory, regardless of difficulty. More activity in a mostly frontal group of
regions was seen for hard memory decisions in younger
adults, including bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and
rostral frontal regions (Table 6); these regions were more
active for source memory in older adults, relative to item
memory, regardless of difficulty. Examples of activity from
regions showing this age difference are illustrated in Fig.
3d. Activity in the right lingual gyrus was greater during the
easy conditions in young adults, and showed only small
modulations in older adults, with a trend for more activity
during item memory. Conversely, the right middle frontal
region in younger adults showed a marked reduction of
activity during the easy item condition, whereas in older
adults this region showed more activity for source than item
memory, regardless of difficulty.
For a further analysis of the group and condition differences expressed in the pattern, we submitted the temporal
brain scores (Fig. 6c) to a mixed ANOVA with task (source
memory vs. item memory), difficulty (easy vs. hard), and
lag (1–7) as within-subject factors, and group (younger vs.
older) as the between-subjects factor. Of interest was the
group ⫻ task ⫻ difficulty interaction, F(1,29) ⫽ 5.13, p ⬍
0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.15. To probe this interaction we conducted

separate ANOVAs of task, difficulty, and lag on the temporal brain scores, for each age group. For younger adults,
there was a significant task ⫻ difficulty interaction, F(1,15) ⫽
12.30, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.45, which in turn we probed with
follow-up ANOVAs of difficulty and lag on temporal brain
scores, separately for each task. Difficulty affected younger

Table 6
Brain areas with condition ⫻ age interactions
Region
More activity for easy memory
R inferior frontal gyrus
R superior temporal gyrus
R inferior temporal gyrus
R lingual gyrus
Precuneus
R caudate/putamen
Cerebellar vermis
More activity for hard memory
R middle frontal gyrus
R inferior frontal gyrus
R superior frontal gyrus
L superior frontal gyrus
L superior frontal gyrus
L precentral gyrus
R precentral gyrus

BA

X

Y

Z

in young
47
22
37
18
7

BSR

and item memory in old
36
20
⫺8
4.7
56
⫺8
8
4.4
60
⫺56
⫺12
4.2
24
⫺84
⫺20
4.8
0
⫺52
56
5.1
16
0
12
4.6
0
⫺60
⫺8
4.8
in young and source memory in old
8
40
24
44
-6.6
45
56
28
16
⫺5.0
8
12
44
44
⫺5.5
10
⫺16
64
24
⫺7.1
6
⫺12
20
56
⫺7.0
6
⫺48
⫺4
40
⫺5.8
6
44
⫺4
40
⫺5.3

Activity from italicized regions is shown in Fig. 6.
Key: BA, Brodmann area; BSR, bootstrap ratio; L, left; R, right.
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adults’ temporal brain scores for item memory, F(1,15) ⫽
81.96, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.85, and source memory, F(1,15) ⫽
13.83, p ⬍ 0.01, p2 ⫽ 0.48. Older adults showed only a
significant main effect of task, F(1,14) ⫽ 42.47, p ⬍ 0.01,
p2 ⫽ 0.75, whereas no effects involving difficulty were significant.
4. Discussion
Theories of cognitive aging that postulate a specific agerelated deficit in context processing (e.g., due to declines in
associative binding or recollection) predict that high context
demand should render memory retrieval disproportionately
difficult for older adults. To test this hypothesis, and to
disentangle the effects of context demand from those of
general (context-independent) difficulty, we factorially manipulated the context demand (item memory vs. source
memory) and the difficulty (1 vs. 2 study presentations) of
retrieval in younger and older adults. Using a multivariate
approach, partial least squares (PLS; McIntosh, 1999;
McIntosh et al., 1996, 2004), we found evidence for dissociable activation patterns related to context demand and task
difficulty that were shared by younger and older adults. We
also found age differences in neural recruitment patterns,
mostly in prefrontal and visual processing regions, which
were sensitive to difficulty in younger adults, but to task
(i.e., context demand) in older adults. Before examining
these findings more closely, we first turn to a discussion of
the behavioral results.
4.1. Behavioral findings
The raw accuracy and RT data were submitted to a diffusion model analysis (Ratcliff, 1978) that provided individual
estimates of memory (drift rate) and response bias. The model
results suggested that participants adopted a slightly liberal
response bias on the item memory test (although this pattern
was not significant for the older adults), with no evidence of
response bias on the source memory test. Drift rate was sensitive to both task and difficulty (item recognition ⬎ source
memory; easy ⬎ difficult). The difficulty effect was particularly pronounced for item memory, suggesting that repeated
presentation of items during study had less impact on the
strength of item-source bindings than it did on the strength of
the items themselves. A possible explanation for this finding is
the fact that there were many items but only 2 sources. The
interference among the memory representations of item-source
bindings may have minimized the impact of repeated presentations on source memory.
Although context-dependent memory tasks, such as
source memory, typically produce robust age differences
(e.g., Spaniol et al., 2006; Spencer and Raz, 1995), we
found no significant effect of age on drift rate in this study.
It is possible that the age-related behavioral deficit in source
memory was minimized by the selection of highly educated
samples (see Table 1), or that a significant age difference

would have emerged with larger sample sizes. In any event,
the incidental finding of matched performance of the 2
groups across the 4 task conditions made the interpretation
of the fMRI results more straightforward. Specifically,
when behavioral performance is equated and analysis is
restricted to correct responses, age differences in the neuroimaging data cannot be attributed to differences in the
frequency of retrieval success, error monitoring, or guessing
(e.g., Morcom et al., 2007).
4.2. fMRI findings: age-invariant task effects
The critical question motivating our study was how age
would affect the whole-brain activation patterns associated
with context demand and difficulty. However, we will also
selectively discuss the contributions of individual regions to
the extent that they support or challenge current views about
the functional neuroanatomy of memory in younger and
older adults. We will adhere to the neuroanatomical labeling
scheme most commonly employed in this literature (e.g.,
“ventrolateral PFC”) but, where appropriate, will also cite
the more specific gyrus labels (e.g., “inferior frontal gyrus”)
and approximate Brodmann areas (BAs) to maintain continuity with the results section.
Similar to previous fMRI studies of source memory in
younger and older adults, our data revealed frontal and
posterior activations that were shared by younger and older
adults (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2006; Dennis et al., 2008;
Duarte et al., 2008; Duverne et al., 2008; Kukolja et al.,
2009; Morcom et al., 2007; Rajah et al., 2010). Both age
groups showed greater activation for source memory, compared with item memory, in left medial anterior PFC (superior frontal gyrus; BA 10), extending into bilateral orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10/11). These activations actually
represented reduced deactivations from baseline (see Fig.
3). Medial anterior PFC is hypothesized to form part of the
brain’s “default network” (Raichle and Snyder, 2007;
Raichle et al., 2001) which is activated during daydreaming
and self-referential thought, and deactivated during challenging task conditions. Anterior PFC activation (or reduced deactivation) is frequently seen during context retrieval (e.g., Dobbins and Wagner, 2005; Simons et al.,
2005a, 2005b; see also Mitchell and Johnson, 2009). The
precise functional significance of anterior PFC for source
memory is still under debate, but our results are consistent
with the idea that medial anterior PFC mediates the retrieval
of internally generated contextual details, such as the
thoughts and associations produced during semantic encoding (e.g., Dobbins and Wagner, 2005; Simons et al., 2005a,
2005b, 2008). This hypothesis would explain why the
source memory task was associated with less deactivation of
anterior PFC than the item memory task, which requires
retrieval of fewer details.
Source memory was also associated with activations in
left and right lateral temporal cortices (BAs 21, 22), similar
to findings reported by Dobbins and Wagner (2005). These
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activations may reflect reinstatement (e.g., Norman and
O’Reilly, 2003; Wheeler et al., 2000), during source retrieval, of semantic and visuospatial properties evaluated
during animacy and pleasantness judgments at encoding
(for reviews of the contribution of these regions to semantic
and perceptual processing, see Binder et al., 2009, and
Grill-Spector, 2003).
A different set of regions was more active for item than
source memory in both age groups. These regions included
bilateral anterior ventrolateral PFC (inferior frontal gyrus;
BA 47), bilateral caudate/putamen and thalamus, posterior
cingulate cortex, and left superior parietal lobe (BA 7). All
of these areas are routinely found to be activated during
episodic long term memory retrieval (see Spaniol et al.,
2009). However, left anterior ventrolateral PFC (BA 47) is
usually more active during source memory than during item
recognition (for a review, see Badre and Wagner, 2007), and
has been hypothesized to mediate controlled semantic retrieval in the service of contextual recollection (see also
Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). It is thus unclear why, in our
study, bilateral anterior ventrolateral PFC was more active
for item memory than for source memory. Although speculative, 1 explanation may be that the item memory task
gave rise to spontaneous retrieval of semantic and visuospatial details, unconstrained by the specific requirements of
the source memory task. This phenomenon is sometimes
referred to as noncriterial recollection (Yonelinas and Jacoby, 1996), and it highlights the general point that item and
source memory tasks do not provide “process-pure” measures of familiarity and recollection, respectively.
4.3. fMRI findings: age-invariant difficulty effects
For both younger and older adults, hard memory decisions were accompanied by activity in prefrontal cognitivecontrol regions including bilateral dorsal premotor cortex
(medial frontal gyrus; BA 6) and bilateral mid ventrolateral
PFC (inferior frontal gyrus; BA 45). Left mid ventrolateral
PFC is theorized to play a role in the control of postretrieval
selection from multiple competing semantic representations
(Badre and Wagner, 2007), whereas activation in its right
hemisphere homologue is thought to support the control of
visuospatial attention during retrieval (Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). This suggests that both the selection and attention aspects of executive control were taxed more heavily
during hard retrieval.
Hard memory decisions were also associated with activation in inferior parietal cortex (angular gyrus; BA 39).
According to current theories of the parietal role in memory
(Cabeza et al., 2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008), this area is
thought to support bottom-up attention to retrieved contents
(e.g., during relatively effortless, recollection-based, and
high confidence retrieval). At first glance, our finding of
greater inferior parietal activity during hard, compared with
easy, memory decisions cannot be easily accommodated by
these theories. However, a possible explanation is offered
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by the recent proposition (Ciaramelli et al., 2010; O’Connor
et al., 2010) that activation in inferior parietal cortex tracks
the extent to which incoming evidence violates memory
expectations. The recovery of mnemonic evidence that ultimately led to a correct item or source decision may have
been unexpected for hard items, which may have elicited a
relatively weak initial familiarity signal. A rigorous test of
this interpretation would require further research into the
time course of activation of different regions supporting
episodic retrieval. Specifically, it would be necessary to
identify a familiarity signal (most likely in medial temporal
lobe) that precedes (1) the recollection of contextual details,
and (2) the expectancy-violation signal in inferior parietal
cortex.
Finally, easy memory decisions were accompanied by
activity in bilateral posterior insula, right lateral temporal
cortex (inferior and superior temporal gyri; BAs 37, 42),
and left posterior parahippocampal gyrus (BA 30), the latter
possibly indicating an enhanced medial-temporal recollection signal for twice-studied items (for a review, see, e.g.,
Eichenbaum et al., 2007).
4.4. fMRI findings: age-related overrecruitment of
fronto-parietal regions in response to task difficulty
The data-driven analyses revealed 2 separate activation
patterns that showed significant age differences. The first of
these patterns primarily differentiated easy from hard item
memory, with older adults showing an enhancement of this
effect. It encompassed a set of regions similar to those seen
in the age-invariant difficulty pattern, but additionally included activations in left dorsolateral PFC (medial and middle frontal gyri; BA 9) and the superior parietal lobe (BA 7),
both associated with hard memory decisions. Dorsolateral
PFC has been shown to subserve domain-general, rather
than memory-specific, executive-control processes related
to classification and decision making (Dobbins and Han,
2006; Han et al., 2009). The superior parietal lobe is believed to mediate top-down attention to memory when the
mnemonic evidence is weak or ambiguous (Cabeza et al.,
2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008). The existence of this pattern
suggests that the age-invariant difficulty pattern, reported
above, does not tell the whole story. In older adults, maintaining task performance at young adult levels, in the face of
increased retrieval difficulty, was associated with activity in
dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal executive-control regions to a greater degree than in younger adults. This finding is consistent with other reports of overrecruitment of
brain regions during episodic retrieval, particularly in the
frontal cortex, in older adults (e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997;
Daselaar et al., 2003; Davis et al., 2008; Grady et al., 1994;
Madden et al., 1999). It is often difficult to know how to
interpret such overrecruitment, and interpretations include
age-related compensation (e.g., Vallesi et al., 2010; Velanova et al., 2007), less efficient use of neural resources
(Morcom et al., 2007; Rypma et al., 2007; Zarahn et al.,
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2007), and a reflection of poor performance in older adults
(Duverne et al., 2009; for a review of these interpretations,
see Grady, 2008). We found that the overrecruitment in
older adults was driven almost exclusively by the item
memory condition, which showed a stronger effect of difficulty than source memory, in both age groups. Given that
performance was low in the hard item condition, the increased activity in frontal and parietal regions during this
condition in older adults may be due more to an increased
demand on resources, or less effective use of these resources, than to compensation, but our data do not speak
directly to either interpretation.
4.5. fMRI findings: evidence of functional reorganization
in response to context demand
The data-driven analysis revealed a second pattern best
described as an interaction of age with task and difficulty.
First, there was greater activity in older relative to younger
adults in bilateral frontal regions for source memory, regardless of difficulty. These regions included left anterior
PFC (superior frontal gyrus; BA 10), right posterior ventrolateral PFC (inferior frontal gyrus; BA 45), right posterior
frontal cortex (middle and superior frontal gyri; BA 8), and
bilateral dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal and precentral gyri; BA 6). In contrast, in younger adults, activity
in these areas was associated with difficult memory decisions, regardless of task. This suggests that hard decisions
(for younger adults) and source decisions (for older adults)
disproportionately engaged frontally-mediated cognitive
control functions, ranging from the execution of simple
response rules to the processing of more abstract action
goals (for reviews, see, e.g., Badre and D’Esposito, 2009;
Miller and Cohen, 2001; Petrides, 2006).
Second, there was greater activity in older relative to
younger adults in right-lateralized, more ventral regions for
item memory, regardless of difficulty. These regions included ventrolateral PFC (inferior frontal gyrus; BA 47),
lateral temporal cortex (inferior and superior temporal gyri;
BAs 22, 37), and lingual gyrus (BA 18), as well as precuneus (BA 7). In younger adults, activity in these areas was
associated with easy memory decisions, regardless of task.
This suggests that easy decisions (for younger adults) and
item decisions (for older adults) emphasized visuospatial
processing, possibly reflecting reinstatement of perceptual
processes during encoding (e.g., Norman and O’Reilly,
2003; Wheeler et al., 2000).
The age differences captured in this pattern are best
characterized in terms of functional reorganization rather
than compensatory overrecruitment (e.g., Vallesi et al.,
2010; Velanova et al., 2007) or inefficiency (e.g., Morcom
et al., 2007). Functional reorganization, in our view, is
present if the same brain regions are used for different
functions by younger and older adults, indicating a shift in
task strategy that may or may not be consciously controlled
(see also Greenwood, 2007). The current pattern is a case of

reorganization because the same frontal executive-control
regions recruited by older adults during source memory
decisions were recruited by younger adults primarily during
difficult memory decisions. Even though behavioral performance in this experiment did not show an age ⫻ task
interaction, the fMRI results suggest that younger and older
adults differed in how they prioritized the allocation of
frontal controlled processing resources to optimize performance across different task conditions. Younger adults prioritized difficult retrieval conditions (i.e., those in which the
mnemonic information was relatively weak), whereas older
adults prioritized context-demanding retrieval conditions
(i.e., those which required the recovery of source information). It appears, in other words, that recruitment of frontal
control regions was a strategy used equally by younger and
older adults to cope with challenging task conditions. What
differed, between the groups, was the definition of which
task conditions were most challenging.
Overall, our results support the notion of a specific context memory deficit in older adults, albeit 1 that was not
expressed behaviorally. Several questions remain unanswered. First, although we currently favor an interpretation
of the data in terms of age-related differences in processing
strategies and resource allocation, we did not collect independent measures of strategy use (e.g., behavioral or selfreport) that could be used to test the strategy-difference
account. Second, item and source memory tasks do not
provide process-pure measures of underlying memory processes, and we can therefore only speculate about whether
the age differences we observed were related to familiarity
or recollection. However, the memory literature (e.g.,
Yonelinas, 2002) suggests that the difficulty manipulation
may have affected both familiarity and recollection,
whereas the task manipulation may have affected mainly the
level and nature of recollection. If so, the age differences in
difficulty and task related patterns may reflect age differences in the neural correlates of both familiarity and recollection.
4.6. Conclusions
What is the cause of the age-related context memory
deficit? Short of answering this question directly, our findings do at least provide a hint. The bilateral frontal regions
differentially engaged during source memory in older adults
were associated with task difficulty in younger adults, and
indeed were similar, though not identical, to those participating in the age-invariant difficulty pattern. Furthermore,
difficulty was manipulated by varying the number of presentations during study, and hence, the strength of the resulting mnemonic representations. Our findings are thus
consistent with the idea that older adults’ context memory
deficit is caused at least partly by a reduction in the quality
or strength of bound item-context representations (e.g.,
Dennis et al., 2008; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000), although we
cannot rule out additional mechanisms, such as prefrontal
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dysfunction (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2006; Rajah et al., 2010) or
changes in the connectivity of prefrontal and medial temporal regions (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2006; Dennis et al.,
2008). A promising avenue for future neuroimaging studies
of aging and context memory will involve investigations of
specific item-context binding processes, and their substrates
in medial temporal and posterior representational regions,
during episodic encoding (see also Mitchell and Johnson,
2009; Mitchell et al., 2000).
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